Neural Network is adopted to predict traffic volume of those sections without detectors. As a case study, the proposed methodology is applied to the regional Road network which is located in downtown area of Nanning, China. Adequate survey and analysis are carried out under current road traffic conditions via simulation study. It is proved that the regional traffic volume dynamic control can ensure steady and orderly regional traffic flow, and enhance the mobility in a saturated traffic conditions.
Background
"Urban area represents the part with densest social-economic and land development activities in the built-up area [1] ''. Due to the functional characteristics of urban area, an increasing number of cities are facing a sharp contradiction between traffic and development. The connection between traffic congestion and regional demand has become a consensus after significant amount of research. When traffic flow reaches the upper limit of the road capacity, congestion occurs. DAGANZO C.F. in 1996 [2] proposed a continuous model of merge operation, which described the process of gradual self-destruction of traffic flow without outside intervention in urban expressway. His study also revealed that the collapse process can be reversed by restricting the ratio of mainline input flow below a critical level. Andre D.P. [3] studied the relation between traffic congestion and traffic equilibrium theory by analyzing traffic congestion during peak periods. The study showed that in commuting fast lane during a peak period, traffic congestion was mainly due to the reach of upper limit of the traffic flow.
Therefore, a reasonable road network inflow control is the core to prevent the occurrence of gridlock. For urban areas, traffic volumes control in central region is an effective method to ensure smooth traffic flow. A lot of research has been done on signal control.
However, isolated or arterial signal control can only partially improve the isolated intersection situation, but cannot cope with large-scale traffic congestion. Many scholars dynamically divided traffic areas into multiple sub-regions for optimal control, and then achieved coordinated control of the entire region [4] . In addition, signal control based on multi-agent technology is also an important area of regional signal control research, and Li Zhenlong [ 5 ] , Wiering [ 6 ] , Zhang Hui [ 7 ] etc. used modeling and algorithms of coordination of urban traffic signal control based on agent technology to solve the regional coordinated problems and the entire urban traffic network optimization problems. Some scholars also introduced fuzzy logic, neural networks etc. to regional traffic signal control [8] . Existing regional signal control system can improve the overall operating efficiency of road network under unsaturated traffic conditions, but it does not work under the heavy traffic conditions. And at present, there is still no ripe system control program put into use at home and abroad under heavy traffic conditions [9] . A report by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration Commission noted that there was no signal optimization tool which was able to effectively deal with the situation of traffic congestion [10] .Based on the assumption that all links are detector-equipped the fundamental network diagram was exploited by Mehdi etc. to improve mobility in saturated traffic conditions via feedback gating control using microscopic simulation [11] . It is easy to obtain the appropriate information of each link by simulation.
However, it is unrealistic to distribute the detectors on every link of road network due to the limitation of funding and complexity of maintenance. Therefore, location and numbers of detectors are important. Based on this, with the consideration of deployment of detectors, an improved macroscopic fundamental diagram-based traffic volume dynamic control method via the feedback control is proposed in this study. A novel method based on OD distribution of trips and connectivity of nodes is adopted to identify the key nodes, on which the detectors are laid.
And Artificial Neural Network are adopted to predict traffic volume of those sections without detectors. As a case study, the proposed methodology is applied to the regional Road network which is located in downtown area of Nanning. Adequate survey and analysis are carried out under current road traffic conditions via simulation study. The curve of the MFD may depend on the traffic demand, however it may be quite stable from day to day [15] [16].
Methods

feedback gating
Therefore, MFD is the key factor to derive the threshold that maximizes the throughput of the controlled area.
The following equations are adopted to obtain MFD. The ( ) ( ) 
Identification of key nodes
It is easy to obtain the appropriate information of each link by simulation. However, it is unrealistic to distribute the detectors on every link of road network due to the limitation of funding and complexity of maintenance.
Therefore, the location and numbers of detectors are important. A better MFD can be obtained if the detectors were distributed on the key links.
Some researchers believe that the relationship between nodes and traffic flow can be described in term of power law distribution [17] . This means that a small number of nodes and sections bear the main road traffic volume. The malfunction of a few key nodes and important sections often lead to a large area of congestion and collapse of the entire road network. Therefore, the detectors are laid on the key nodes and important sections in this study.
A novel method based on OD distribution of trips and connectivity of nodes is adopted in this study [18] . This 
Section traffic prediction with no detector
Due to physical constraints, we can't guarantee that all sections in the area are equipped with detectors, and therefore mathematical statistics analysis is required to obtain the data of sections without detector for further analysis.
As shown in Fig.3 , the virtual detector is denoted as X , and the real detectors are denoted as 1 2 6 , ,..., X X X , which have direct relation with the virtual one. In this study, we consider the volume recorded by virtual detector is only related to the data collected in the vicinity area. that it provides reliable predictions for new situations containing even noisy and partial information [19] . ANN (Artificial Neural Network) has a strong adaptability, fault tolerance and self-learning ability, and can fit arbitrarily complex nonlinear models to multidimensional data to any desired accuracy [20] . In order to better predict the traffic flow of those sections without detectors，the BP neural network (Back Propagation Neural Network) was adopted, and massive simulation data were used.
The BPN consists of an input layer, an output layer, and one or more hidden layers. The primary structure of the proposed BP neural model was shown in Figure 4 
Definition of gates
13 intersections are selected as the controlled "gates" at the boundary of controlled region. The traffic volumes can be restricted at these "gates" and the controlled region can be protected during peak period. The locations of the "gates" are indicated in Fig. 5 . Because the prediction without detector information would involve additional computation burden, the control interval of the model was set to be 3 minutes. The comparison results are illustrated in Fig. 7 and Table 1 , from which the improvements are significant. It is clear in Fig. 7 (a) that inflows are controlled to maintain the NV around NVm when NV reaches the threshold and gating control is switched on around t=15 min. And STD stays at high level after the gating control is switched on, compared to scenario 1 without gating control ( Fig. 7(b) ).
Also, the speed of each section shows a significant improvement in Table 1 . An average speed increase of 11.96% results for the whole network and some sections even get almost 50% improvements, in contrast to the case without gating control.
(a) (b) Fig. 7 (a) The comparison of NV between with-and without-gating; (b) The comparison of STD between with-and without-gating 
Conclusion
An improved dynamic regional traffic volume control strategy is proposed based on the feedback gating and 
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